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LONG-TERM MOTION OF A LUNAR SATELLITE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to examine two special methods of studying 
the long-term motion of a lunar orbiter. The Hamiltonian used is the long- 
period Hamiltonian (in which the argument of pericenter and inclination of the 
satellite zppzr kt other argdar  v$r.i&Les have been eliminated) as derived 
by Kozai and Giacaglia, et. al., (References 2, 3). It includes the perturbation 
of the earth as a point mass and the principal part of the oblateness of the moon. 
This long-period Hamiltonian is 
where + =  1 - e Z  
e = eccentricity of the satellite's orbit 
p = gravitational constant times the mass of the moon 
= 3.6601891 x decamegameters3/centiday2 
a = semimajor axis of the satellite's orbit (decamegameters) 
i = inclination of satellite orbit plane to  the moon's equatorial plane 
g = argument of pericenter of the satellite 
1 
L 
3 4  
K, = - (centiday - ') 
8~ n 
ne = mean motion of the moon 
= 2.2802713 x (radians/centiday) 
n = i . ~ 2  L - 3  = mean motion of the satellite 
E = ratio of sum of masses of earth and moon to  the mass of the earth 
= 1.0123001 
3 K = - J b2 n2 (decamegameters 2/centiday2) 2 2 4  
J = principal part  of the oblateness of the moon 
2 
= 2.41 x (Reference 2) 
b = mean radius of the moon 
= 0.1738 decamegameters 
Since the Hamiltonian (1) is not an explicit function of time, i t  has a constant 
value, F = 1/6 C .  
Special methods are needed for the problem of the long-term motion since 
the standard procedures - von Zeipel's method and the method of successive 
approximations - break down at this point for the lunar satellite (e.g. see Ref- 
erence 2).  The special methods, which involve harmonic analysis and elliptic 
integrals, t o  be considered in this report were suggested many years  ago by 
E .  W.  Brown in his paper "On the Stellar Problem of Three Bodies'' (Reference 1). 
In the method involving harmonic analysis it is assumed that T~ and d t /dg 
may be represented by cosine ser ies  with the argument of pericenter g as the 
variable. Integrating dt/dg gives g as a sum of a linear expression of time 
and a sine series in g . On reversing this expression we have g as a function 
of time. Then ~2 is approximated as a cosine series in time. In the second of 
these methods proposed by Brown, 
2 
. .  
4 
and an approximation of cos 2g found by neglecting the oblateness of the moon 
a r e  used to  give dT'/dt and dg/dT2 as functions of 77' alone. These result in 
elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds a s  the solutions for qi as a function 
of time and g as a function of q2 (and therefore of time). 
Fo r  the harmonic analysis method it is necessary to solve the Hamiltonian 
for '1' corresponding to chosen values of the argument of pericenter. To be 
able to compare the values of 7' and g as obtained from harmonic analysis and 
elliptic integrals the portion of the Hamiltonian containing the oblateness of the 
moon was neglected, both in solving for q' and evaluating d t i d g .  Setting J z  = 0 
results in the following quadratic equation in x = 7' : 
3 ( 1 - 5 c o s 2 g ) x ' - [ 5 +  9V2-15cos2g(l+v')  tC'1 x -t 1 5 v 2  (1  - c o s  2g) = o  
where 
and v = H/L are constants. 77: is the value of 7' when g = 0. If the oblate- 
ness of the moon is included in the Hamiltonian, however, an approximation used 
in this report is to  represent ( 1 - e2)-3/2 by its Maclaurin series terminating 
the series to give the quadratic equation in e2  (for small to moderate values 




a = 3K1 L t - % (- 1 + 15 v') - 1 SKILcos 2g 
P = (KIL t Kz) (-1 t 9v2) + C + 15 K,L(1 - v') C O S  2g 
Y = 2(K1L + K2) ( -  1 t 3v') - C. 
3 
This quadratic is then solved for  T~ = 1 - e,, given specific values of cos 2g: 
(the sign is chosen so that T~ lies between zero and one). 
11. THE HARMONIC ANALYSIS METHOD 
Given the initial conditions 
L = 0.06 
C = 0.055 
H = 0.05 
g = o  
we find 
e = 0.39965264 
a = 0.98 355573 decamegameters 
i = 24.619974O 
K, = 3.105573 X 
K, = 2.1003149 X 10-8 
C = 7.6893300x 
We assume 
q2 = % c o s  2kg and  - d t  - c b k  c o s  2kg, 
k >  0 dg  k > O  
terminating the series with c o s  8 g so  that 
77' = a. t al cos  2g t a, c o s  4g t a3 c o s  6 g  t a, cos 8 g  
- bo + b, cos  2g t b, C O S  4g + b, c o s  6 g  t b, C O S  8g. d t  
d g  





2g 0 77 
q 2 ,  K, = 0 ,84027778 .77996317 .80665828 
, K, f 0 -84027778 .78055119 .80702653 
Solving the Hamiltonian for q2 given the five values 2g =0, T ,  771'2, 7 ~ / 3 , 2 ~ / 3 ,  






77 - 77 - 77 0 
2 3 2g 
d t  - 3 K, = 0 8781.8656 6732.7808 8268.1582 8735.5882 
dg 
dt  -, K, f 0 8663.7170 6662.5543 8155.7627 8611.8994 
dg 
Corresponding to each of the five special values of 2g with the associated values 






Then the following table may be used to solve for the coefficients in the series 
for dt /dg  : 
Letting f, denote the kfh value of in the table, the equations 
f =  a. t al t a ,  t a3 t a4 
f ,  = a0 -a l  t a ,  - a3 + a 4  
f, = a0 - + a4 
1 1 1 f ,  = a, +- al 
2 
1 a, t a3 -- as 1 1 f = a. - - a l  - - 
- z - a3 -Ta4 
5 2 2 2 
5 
c 
may be solved for the coefficients ak in the terminated series expansion for  7 , .  
For K, = 0 we then have 
a. = -  1 ( f l  t f , )  t- 1 ( f ,  t f5) = .80843917 
6 3 
a l  =- 1 ( f l  - f ,  t f, - fs)  = .03637106 
3 
= .00173110 1 1 
4 2 
1 1 
a, = -  ( f l  t f , )  -- f 3  
a3 - 6 5 
a4 = f ,  - a. t a, _ -  - .00004979. 
- _  ( f l  - f , )  -5(f4 - f ) = - .00021374 
Thus, if K, = 0, 
q2 = .80843917 t .03037106  COS^^ t .00173110 C O S  4g ( 2 )  
- .00021374cos  6 g -  . 0 0 0 0 4 9 7 9 ~ 0 s  8 g  
while, if K, # 0, 
r12 = ,80876405 + .03006347 C O S  2g t .00169398 C O S  4g 
Similarly, the five coefficients bk in the terminated cosine series for d t /dg may 
be evaluated,so that if K, = 0, 
d t  - = 8010.4597 t 1082.0684 C O S  2g - 255.4175 C O S  4g  
dg 
- 57.5260 c o s  6 g  t 2.2810 c o s  8 g  
6 
, -  1 ( f l  t f , )   1 f 3  
a3 = -  1 ( f l  - f , )  -5(f4 1 5
6 
= - 
c 0 ~ 2 g  
0 0 2 1 3 7 4 ~ 0 ~  O C ~
and, if K, # 0 ,  
dt - = 7907.3015 + 1055.3976 COS 2g - 246.3136 C O S  4g 
dg 
- 54.8163 C O S  6g t 2.1476 C O S  8g. 
Integrating this expression for d t  /dg gives 
t = bog t- bl sin 2g + -  b2 sin 4g t- b3 sin 6g t - b4 sin 8g 
2 4 6 8 
(the constant of integration i s  zero in this example because of the initial condi- 
tion g = 0). Then 
In particular , 
(K2 = 0) g = .12483678 x 1O-j t - .06754097 sin 2g 
t -00797137 sin 4g t .00119689 sin 6g - .00003559 sin 8 g  
(K, # 0) g = .12646539 x t - .06673563 sin 2g t .00778754 sin 4g 
t .00115539 sin 6g  - .00003395 sin 8 g .  
Since we may write g = 7 + cp(g) , where 7 is a linear function of time and 
(p( g) i s  a trigonometric function in g , Lagrange's expansion theorem may be 
applied to reverse the equation and give g as a function in time. By this 
theorem, if 
then a series may be used to express y as a function of X:  
In this case, only the first four terms of this series were taken and all terms 
after si n 8 g were eliminated. 
Hence, 
(C + J  2 6  t!!) s i n 6 7  t (d +;+:) s i n  
where 
k = O  
2 
a = -.067540965 
b = .0079713748 
C .0011968 934 
d -.000035595648 
A = - 2(ab  + b c  + cd) 
q = 2(a2 - 2ac - 2bd) 
k, f 0 
-. 06673 563 
.007 78 7 54 
.00115539 
- .000033 9 5 
J = 6 a ( b - d )  









.71946556 .47651148 .97849565 
.81080056 .82570548 .79556239 
.72021381 .47693763 .97942282 
ab2 a3 - b2c - bcd --- d2c - adb + -  - a 2 c  -- 
C 6 
.78055119 
- 2abc  - 2b2d - bc2 - 2a2d - d3 - 2dc2 
.81107413 ,82582292 .79599495 
Thus, for K, = 0, 
b 
g = r - .06685092 s in  27 t -01255112 sin 47 
- .00091832 s i n  6 7  t .00007192 s in  87  (3) 
where r = 0.12483678 X t ( t  in centidays), while i f  K, # 0, 
g = 7 - .06606959 s i n  27 t .01225829 s i n  4 7  - .00088524 sin 6 7  
t .00006836 s i n  87. (3') 
( 7  = .12646539 X t, t in centidays). 
Letting 27 take on the five special values 0, n, n / 2 ,  n / 3 , 2 n i 3 ,  these 
equations for g give corresponding values of 2 g ;  from these we may evaluate '1, 
using the terminated cosine series (2) and (2'). This gives the following results: 
l o  g ,  K, = O  




Assuming q2 may be written as a cosine ser ies  in 7 and taking the first  
five terms of the series,  we may evaluate the coefficients of these te rms  as 
above. Thus, we have for K, = 0, 
q2 = .81046278 t .03015257 cos  27 - .00034004 c o s  47 
t .00000474 C O S  67 - .OOOOO226 C O S  8 7 
(7 = .12483678 x t )  
and for K, f 0 ,  
v2 = .81074412 t .02985152 cos 27- - .00032982 cos  47 
t .00001177 COS 67 + .00000019 c o s  87. (4') 
( 7  = .12646539 x t) 
In this way both g and q2 may be found as functions of time. 
Tables 1 and 2 give the values of T* and g .  Equations (4) and (4') a r e  
plotted against time in Figure 1. This shows the shift that occurs when the 
oblateness of the moon is considered in the long-period Hamiltonian. Figure 2 
shows similar results for g as given by Equations (3) and (3'). 
As may be seen from these figures, the effect of the moon's oblateness on a 
satellite at this distance from the moon (5.659 moon radii) is not great. For  a 
satellite near the surface of the moon, the effect of the moon's oblateness on the 



























































































































.7 60 86 524 
.76086623 
.76086372 















































































































































.26 6 9 5 049 


















































.76924 15 5 
.76924995 
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III. THE SOLUTION WITH ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS 
The second method suggested by Brown, starting with 4 and g, results in 
elliptic integral expressions for 77, and g, but for this solution the oblateness 
portion of the Hamiltonian is neglected. 
From the long-period ami l ton ian  (1) and the definition of the Delaunay 
variables, we have 
d77 - 1 dC - 1 3F - 
d t  L d t  L a g  
-_ - -  _- - - 
Setting K, = 0 in the Hamiltonian gives 
where the constant W is evaluated for g = 0. 
7: is the value of q2 when g = 0. On solving the Hamiltonian (6)  for cos 2g,  
we have 
Then, w = 2(5 - 677: t 3v2) where 
which may be substituted in (6) f o r s i n 2 g  = [ l  - cos2 2eJ112 to give 
- _  dx - 2773 = T 4&K1 [(x - xl)(x - x,)(x - x3)I1I2, 
d t  
where x = T ~ ,  x1 = 7: and the roots x2,x3 of the polynomial are defined by the 
equations 
5 x2x3 =3 v2 
1 
3 
x, t x3 =-  (5 t 5v2 - 2x1). 
In this expression for dx/dt the minus sign is used when sin 2g is positive 
and the plus sign when s i n  2g is negative. 
15 
If the roots of the polynomial are relabeled to give a strict  ordering 
xi < xk < xi with the relationship x' 1 -  < x - < xi, we have 
= T 4 K ,  v'6 dt dx 
J (x  - x i )  (x - x;, (x  - xi) 
Integrating both sides gives 
,.X rt 
dx = T 4 K ,  V'K J dt J (x  - x;, (x  - x;, ( x  - x;, 
' x o  
where xo is the initial value of x and to may be taken as  zero. 
Set 
x; - x; y 2 
x =  
1 - y2 
and we have 





. .  
,. 
dY = T  2 K 1  t ,/- JY (1 - k2 y2) (1 - y2) 
y o  
Let us define 
v = 2K1 t J ~ ( x ; -  xi) 
Then 
, / x x -  dx 
2 J(x - xi) (x - xi) (x - xi) 
dx dx 






J(l - y2)(1 - k2y2) 
Thus we may solve for x as a function of time, using the Jacobi elliptic function 
of u and v:  
x = x l l  t (x2'  - xI1) sn2 (u i v) 
s n  u c n  v dn v f s n  v cn u dn u 
1 - k2  sn2  u s n 2  v = X l l  t (x21 - XI') 
For  the given initial conditions we have 
xi = .77996317 
xi = .84027778 
xi = 1.48392569 
k2 = .08567872 
sn  u =  1 
c n u = O  
cn v dn v 
1 - .08567872 s n 2 v  
X =  .77996317 t .06031461 
18 
To evaluate g , the Hamiltonian is solved for cos  2g, giving I 
2K, 1 - 3u2x-1 t (5- 3x) (1 - 31. 
x3/2 
This expression is substituted for cos 2g in 
Since 
* dg  dx dg 
dx d t  dx 
g = -  * - =  4& K, - , 
where Q(x) = (x - xl)(x - x2) (x - x3), this substitution gives 
Integrating this expression, we have 
?4&Klg=-[- 1 c  t2(1-3v2)K1] f dx 
3 L  xO (1 - X ) r n  
--[- u2 t 2(3u2- 5 ) K j  I dx 
(x  - u2) +) 
0 
3 L  
19 
- -[- 1 c  t 2 ( 1  t 3v2)  Kl] [ dx 
3 L  fm-) 
2 K 2  dx dx 0 .  
+- - (1- 372) 
3 L  
dX 
.L- - K2 (v2 - 3 v 4 -  2 )  
- - -  K 2  ( 7  t 6 v 2 )  
3 v2L 
dx dx 
3 L  x 3 v Q o  e 
In actually evaluating g only the first three summands of the preceding were 
used since the oblateness of the moon was omitted from the Hamiltonian. The 
elliptic functions were evaluated using Reference 6. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of these two special methods involving harmonic analysis and 
elliptic integrals are compared using the given initial conditions and the harmonic 
analysis solutions (3) and (4) for '12 and g when K, = 0. These results a re  tabulated 
in table 3 together with the differences between the values obtained by the two 
methods . 
In table 2 are the values of T~ and g when the oblateness of the moon is 
The value of the Hamiltonian (1) was computed for ^r12 and g 
retained in the Hamiltonian and a Maclaurin ser ies  is used to give a quadratic 
equation in . e2 .  
(at 20 day intervals) and compared to the initial value ( T~ = .84027775, g = 0) 
C = .76893300 x 10-5. 
Although g is periodic in this example and all values are admissible, there 
is the possibility that a lunar satellite may have a stable orbit but that for some I 
value go of the argument of pericenter, dg/d t will be zero so that d t,/dg will be 
undefined. In such an event the special values of 2g used to  evaluate the coeffi- 
cients in the cosine series representation of 772 and dt/dg must be restricted to  
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The harmonic analysis method makes it possible to include the oblateness 
of the moon when finding T~ and g as functions of time. Greater accuracy may 
be achieved by the retention of terms of the series after 8 g  or  8$. An advantage 
of this method is the ability to include the oblateness of the moon. This is espe- 
cially advantageous i f  the Orbiter is to be near the moon where the effect of the 
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